
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
JAN       
______ 9781626920392 1626920397 A Certain Scientific Railgun Vol. 10 • 

Kamachi, Kazuma / Fuyukawa, Motoi 
12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626920996 1626920990 Alice in the Country of Clover: The Lizard 
Aide • QuinRose / Yobu 

13.99 USA / 15.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921009 1626921008 Arpeggio of Blue Steel Vol. 3 • Ark 
Performance 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921016 1626921016 Girls Und Panzer Vol. 3 • Girls Und 
Panzer Production Committee / 
Saitaniya, Ryouichi 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921030 1626921032 I Don't Like You At All, Big Brother!! Vol. 
7-8 • Kusano, Kouichi 

16.99 USA / 18.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921047 1626921040 Magical Girl Apocalypse Vol. 2 • Sato, 
Kentaro 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921078 1626921075 Strike Witches: One-Winged Witches Vol. 
1 • Shimada, Humikane / Shinozuka, 
Atsuto 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921092 1626921091 Zero's Familiar Chevalier 4 • Yamaguchi, 
Noboru / Higa, Yukari 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

 
FEB       
______ 9781626921160 1626921164 Alice in the Country of Joker: Circus 

and Liars Game Vol. 7 • Quin Rose / 
Fujimaru, Mamenosuke 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921115 1626921113 A Centaur's Life Vol. 5 • Murayama, 
Kei 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921122 1626921121 Devils and Realist Vol. 4 • Takadono, 
Madoka / Yukihiro, Utako 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921139 162692113X Dragonar Academy Vol. 5 • Mizuchi, 
Shiki / Ran 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626920934 1626920931 Haganai: I Don't Have Many Friends 
Vol. 10 • Hirasaka, Yomi / Itachi 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921146 1626921148 I Am Alice: Body Swap in Wonderland 
Vol. 3 • Kanou, Ayumi 

13.99 USA / 15.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921153 1626921156 Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer Vol. 3-
4 • Mizukami, Satoshi 

18.99 USA / 21.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921474 1626921474 Nurse Hitomi's Monster Infirmary Vol. 
1 • Shake-O 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 
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MAR       
______ 9781626920897 1626920893 Alice in the Country of Joker: The 

Nightmare Trilogy Vol. 3 • QuinRose / 
Yobu 

13.99 USA / 15.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921177 1626921172 D-Frag! Vol. 4 • Haruno, Tomoya 12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921184 1626921180 Girls Und Panzer: Little Army Vol. 2 • 
Girls Und Panzer Production Committee / 
Tsuchii 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921191 1626921199 Kokoro Connect Vol. 3 • Sadanatsu, Anda  
/ CUTEG 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921207 1626921202 Monster Musume Vol. 6 • OKAYADO 12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921214 1626921210 The Sacred Blacksmith Vol. 7 • Miura, 
Isao / Yamada, Kotaro 

13.99 USA / 15.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921221 1626921229 Strike Witches: One-Winged Witches Vol. 
2 • Shimada, Humikane / Shinozuka, 
Atsuto 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626920989 1626920982 Vampire Cheerleaders in Space...and 
Time?! • Arnold, Adam / Shelfer, Michael 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

 

 
APR       
______ 9781626921245 1626921245 Alice in the Country of Clover: The March 

Hare's Revolution • QuinRose / Kazuki, 
Ryo 

13.99 USA / 15.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921252 1626921253 Arpeggio of Blue Steel Vol. 4 • Ark 
Performance 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921412 1626921415 Citrus Vol. 2 • Saburouta 13.99 USA / 15.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921498 1626921490 Clay Lord: Master of Golems Vol. 1 • 
Suzumoto, Jun 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626920439 1626920435 Gakuen Polizi Vol. 2 • Morinaga, Milk 12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921269 1626921261 Magical Girl Apocalypse Vol. 3 • Sato, 
Kentaro 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 
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APR       

______ 9781626920965 1626920966 Toradora! Vol. 7 • Takemiya, Yuyuko / 
Zekkyou 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

 

 
MAY       
______ 9781626921276 162692127X Alice in the Country of Clover: Twin 

Lovers • QuinRose / Shichiri, Kei 
13.99 USA / 15.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626920903 1626920907 Amazing Agent Luna Vol. 11 • 
DeFeilippis, Nunzio / Weir, Christina / 
Shiei 

11.99 USA / 13.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921399 1626921393 Dance in the Vampire Bund II: Scarlet 
Order Vol. 2 • Tamaki, Nozomu 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921283 1626921288 Devils and Realist Vol. 5 • Takadono, 
Madoka / Yukihiro, Utako 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921290 1626921296 Dragonar Academy Vol. 6 • Mizuchi, Shiki 
/ Ran 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921504 1626921504 Evergreen Vol. 1 • Takemiya, Yuyuko / 
Kasukabe, Akira 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921023 1626921024 Hollow Fields Vol. 4 • Rosca, Madeleine 12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626921306 162692130X Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer Vol. 5-6 • 
Mizukami, Satoshi 

18.99 USA / 21.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 

______ 9781626920972 1626920974 World War Blue Vol. 8 • Shestakova, 
Anastasia / Crimson 

12.99 USA / 14.99 
CAN 

TP MANGA 
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   SEVEN SEAS

A Certain Scientific Railgun, vol. 10
Story by Kazuma Kamachi
Art by Motoi Fuyukawa

The New York Times bestselling SF manga series continues

Welcome to a world where mysticism and science collide, 
and supernatural powers are derived from either science or 

religion. At the heart of this world is Academy City, an advanced 
metropolis whose population is comprised mostly of students. The 
majority of students are enrolled in the city’s “Power Curriculum 
Program,” where they must learn to master their latent psychic 
powers. Out of several million students, only seven are deemed 
powerful enough to have Level 5 status.

Meet Mikoto Misaka, the third most powerful Level 5 esper in 
Academy City. Together with her best friend Kuroko Shirai and 
the other members of Judgment, a student-run law enforcement 
agency, Mikoto delves deep into the dark heart of the scientific 
sprawl she calls home and uncovers secrets she wishes she 
hadn’t!

A Certain Scientific Railgun is a must-have manga series for fans 
of stories that blend science and magic like Psychic Academy 
and Full Metal Alchemist. 

The “Certain” franchise began with the long-running light novel 
series A Certain Magical Index, which was adapted into both 
a manga and an anime series. Its spin-off, A Certain Scientific 
Railgun, became a breakout hit with a better selling manga 
and higher rated anime series. In October 2010, a new anime 
series following the further adventures of both series’ protagonists 
began airing in Japan. A second season of the TV anime A 
Certain Scientific Railgun began airing in Japan in 2013.
                   

“Part girl. Part railgun. All awesome.”                —JAPANATOR.COM 

Kazuma Kamachi is a Japanese writer of light novels and manga. 
He is best known for A Certain Magical Index and A Certain 
Scientific Railgun.

Motoi Fuyukawa is a Japanese manga artist and illustrator best 
known for A Certain Scientific Railgun.
 

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
website gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/•	
gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626920-39-2
$12.99
($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 256 pages
Age: T (13+)
On Sale: January 6, 2015

ALSO AVAILABLE:
A Certain Scientific Railgun, vol. 9
(4/14)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-79-9
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
A Certain Scientific Railgun, vol. 8
(8/13)
ISBN:  978-1-937867-39-3
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
A Certain Scientific Railgun, vol. 7
(4/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-21-8
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
A Certain Scientific Railgun, vol. 6 
(12/12)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-03-4
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

(cover	not	final)



   SEVEN SEAS

Alice in the Country of Clover: 
The Lizard Aide
Story by QuinRose; 
Art by Yobu

A new Alice oneshot that focuses on her romance with 
one-time assassin Gray Ringmarc

Seven Seas is pleased to present Alice in the Country of Clover: 
The Lizard Aide, a oneshot volume that focuses on a lesser-
known character in the Alice series, Gray Ringmarc, also known 
as the “Lizard Aide.” Like the other New York Times best selling 
books in the Alice in the Country of Clover series, this new volume 
is an oversized edition that features impressive artwork and color 
pin ups.

Former assassin Gray Ringmarc serves his master Nighmare in 
the Tower of Clover. Known for his mature personality and 

kindness to animals, Gray also has a dark side. When Alice is 
whisked off by an adversary, Gray’s inner darkness emerges in 
a fit of jealousy. Now there will be hell to pay. Can Alice tame his 
reptilian heart?

Praise for Alice in the Country of Hearts:

“It may be impossible to beat Lewis Carroll at his own game, but 
as Alice in the Country of Hearts shows, there are still ways to 
succeed.”                      —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

“Nicely done art and hunky hunks make Alice in the Country of 
Hearts eye candy for shoujo manga fans.”              —ABOUT.COM
                              
QuinRose is a Japanese game developer who created the Alice 
franchise of video games, which spun off into novels, manga, 
and an anime feature film.

Yobu is a Japanese manga artist best known for Alice in the 
Country of Clover: Nightmare and Alice in the Country of Clover: 
The Lizard Aide.

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion on Seven Seas website •	
gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/gomanga •	
and facebook.com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626920-99-6
$13.99
($15.99 Canadian)
5.8” x 8.2”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
On Sale: January 6, 2015

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Knight’s Knowledge, vol. 1 (7/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-57-6
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)

Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Cheshire Cat Waltz, vol. 1 (7/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-91-2
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)

(cover	not	final)



   SEVEN SEAS

Arpeggio of Blue Steel, vol. 3
Story and art by Ark Performance

For fans of Attack on Titan comes an all-new science fiction 
manga epic

Arpeggio of Blue Steel is a gripping, action-packed manga series 
set in the near-future, where humans must wage an aquatic 
war of survival against a mysterious alien invader. Humanity’s 
only hope is to launch a sentient superweapon: a girl able to 
transform into a deadly submarine.

The Japanese animation studio, Sanzigen, that worked on the 
Attack on Titan anime, recently adapted Arpeggio of Blue Steel 
into a thirteen-episode anime, which debuted on Japanese 
television in Fall 2013.

Each meticulously illustrated volume of the manga Arpeggio 
of Blue Steel contains color inserts and features futuristic and 
explosive submarine battles that are sure to captivate readers.

In the early 21st century, the majority of Earth’s landmass is 
submerged due to rising sea levels. Enter the Fleet of Fog, a 

host of sentient alien battleships of unknown origin who easily 
decimate earth’s naval forces. Humanity is now on the verge 
of extinction. 

In the year 2039, the stalwart Captain Chihaya Gunzou and 
his intrepid crew on the Blue Steel fleet may be humanity’s 
last chance to fight off the alien invaders. The Blue Steel fleet 
happens to contain a secret weapon that could turn the tide of 
war: a mysterious I-401 submarine that can transform into a girl. 

Ark Performance is a Japanese author/artist duo responsible for 
Samurai Commando and have contributed to the Trigun: Multiple 
Bullets anthology.

 

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
website gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/•	
gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-00-9
$12.99
($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 192 pages
Age: T (13+)
On Sale: January 20, 2015

(cover	not	final)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Arpeggio of Blue Steel, vol. 2 
(10/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-76-7
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Arpeggio of Blue Steel, vol. 1 
(7/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-68-2
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)



   SEVEN SEAS

Girls und Panzer, vol. 3
Story by Girls & Panzer Projekt
Art by Ryouichi Saitaniya

A manga series about girls and their tanks that inspired 
a hit anime

Girls und Panzer is a dieselpunk-infused manga series that 
juxatoposes cute girls and their high school antics with dynamic 
tank battles and military tactics.

Girls und Panzer has been adapted into an anime, which aired 
last fall in Japan and is currently streaming on Crunchyroll. Sentai 
Filmworks licensed the anime and will release it on home video 
in 2014. The anime has also spawned a theatrical animated film, 
which is set to debut in 2014.

Each volume of the Girls und Panzer manga series contains color 
inserts and also features the illustrated specifications for the 
various tanks that appear in each book. In Fall 2014, Seven Seas 
will publish the Girls und Panzer prequel series: Girls und Panzer: 
Little Army.

Miho Nishizumi, a new transfer student to Ooarai All-Girls High 
School, would like nothing more than to enjoy a peaceful, 

stress-free school life. Unfortunately, her new school just revived its 
tankery program and enlists Miho to put together a team so that 
they may compete in a national tournament.

As Miho struggles to overcome her turbulent past with tanks, she 
must first learn to tread lightly with her eccentric companions.  
Can Miho possibly plow through the challenges and master the 
art of tankery, or will she get left behind in the dust?

Ryouichi Saitaniya is a Japanese manga artist best known for Girls 
und Panzer.

 

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
website gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/•	
gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-01-6
$12.99
($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 180 pages
Age: OT (16+)
January 6, 2015

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

Girls und Panzer, vol. 2 (9/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-64-4
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Girls und Panzer, vol. 1 (6/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-56-9
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

(cover	not	final)



   SEVEN SEAS

I Don’t Like You At All, Big Brother!!, 
vol. 7-8
Story and art by Kusano Kouichi

The wackiest love triangle continues!

I Don’t Like You At All, Big Brother!! is an all new harem comedy 
manga series in the vein of He Is My Master, presented for the first 
time in North America in two-volumes-in-one omnibus format. In 
Japan, I Don’t Like You At All, Big Brother!! is a popular ongoing 
manga that has spawned a successful anime TV series, which  
aired in spring 2011 for twelve episodes. An additional OVA 
episode was released on Blu-Ray in Japan in July 2011.

The hilarity continues as Takanashi Nao’s massive crush on her 
adoptive older brother Shuusuke grows. But her best friend 

Iroha will not be overshadowed, as she desperately competes 
for Shuusuke’s affection in an ever-escalating battle.

Meanwhile, class president Mayuka has introduced a secret 
weapon that Shuusuke can’t possibly resist. As Nao and Iroha 
strive to outdo Mayuka, frisky Shuusuke struggles to keep his 
cool—and more importantly, his sanity.

Kusano Kouichi is the author/artist of I Don’t Like You At All, Big 
Brother!!

 

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
website gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/•	
gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-03-0
$18.99
($20.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.173”/ 384 pages
Age: OT (16+)
On Sale: January 20, 2015

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
I Don’t Like You At All, Big Brother!!, 
vol. 5-6  (7/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-11-9
$16.99 ($18.99 CAN)
I Don’t Like You At All, Big Brother!!, 
vol. 3-4  (1/13)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-99-8
$16.99 ($18.99 CAN)
I Don’t Like You At All, Big Brother!!, 
vol. 1-2  (8/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-81-3
$16.99 ($19.50 CAN)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

Volumes 1-2 Volumes 3-4

(cover	not	final)

Volumes 5-6



   SEVEN SEAS

Magical Girl Apocalypse, vol. 2
Story and art by Kentaro Sato

The zombie survival genre has just met its match!

Magical Girl Apocalypse is a new ongoing manga series that is a 
mashup of the magical girl and zombie genres. What happens 
when you mix the lighthearted “magical girl” trope with the 
sort of gory ultraviolence seen in the Walking Dead? The result 
is Magical Girl Apocalypse, a unique dark parody that features 
striking artwork and pulsepounding storytelling.

High-schooler Kii Kogami is stuck in a rut, loathing the 
monotonous doldrums of his everyday life. If only something 

exciting were to happen, something magical. As fate would have 
it, Kii is about to get his wish, but in a way more terrifying than 
anything he could have imagined.

When a little girl clad in gothic lolita attire appears at school and 
starts to gruesomely bludgeon, dismember and mutilate all who 
cross her path, while chanting the mantra “Magical Girl” under 
her breath, the school devolves into a state of bloody chaos. 

Just how will Kii escape from this murderous magical girl? To make 
matters worse, the magical girl’s victims reanimate and join 
her killer rampage. Is there no way out of school for hapless Kii 
Kogami? And even if he escapes, what will be left of the world 
outside? 

Kentaro Sato is best known as the author and artist of Magical Girl 
Apocalypse.

 

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
website gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/•	
gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-04-7
$12.99
($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
January 20, 2015

(cover	not	final)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Magical Girl Apocalypse,	vol.	1		
(10/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-78-1
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)



   SEVEN SEAS

No Game No Life, vol. 2
Story by Yuu Kamiya
Art by Mashiro Hiiragi

An all-new manga series for fans of Sword Art Online!

No Game No Life is an all-new fantastical manga series about 
characters trapped in a virtual video game world. Based on the 
hit light novel series of the same name, No Game No Life focuses 
on the popular virtual reality sub-genre featured in such works as 
Sword Art Online and Accel World.

No Game No Life will receive an anime adaptation in April 2014 
from renowned animation studio Madhouse (Black Lagoon, 
Death Note, High School of the Dead.)

Life is nothing more than a “crappy game,” according to the 
eccentric brother and sister recluses, Sora and Shiro. These 

gamers take it to the extreme, and have dedicated themselves 
to excelling in all game forms. If only there were some worthy 
adversary to test their mettle. 

In a case of “Be careful what you wish for,” Sora and Shiro are 
about to get the greatest challenge of their lives, when a boy 
going by the name of “God” summons them to a world like no 
other.

Spirited-away to a bizarre, alternate reality, Sora and Shiro find 
that they are in the middle of a very dangerous and real game. 
In fact, everything in this world is dictated by the outcome of 
games, including life and death itself. Can these introverted NEETs 
(“Not in Education, Employment, or Training”) risk everything 
and become the saviors of a strange new world? Let the games 
begin!

Yuu Kamiya is an artist and author who was born in Brazil and 
raised in Japan, best known as the creator of No Game No Life. 

Mashiro Hiiragi is a Japanese artist, married to Yuu Kamiya, 
and assists with the artwork for the No Game No Life manga 
adaptation. 

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
website gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/•	
gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626920-95-8
$12.99
($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
On Sale: January 20, 2015

(cover	not	final)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
No Game No Life, vol. 1  (10/14)
ISBN:  978-1-626920-79-8
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)



   SEVEN SEAS

Strike Witches: 
One-Winged Witches, vol. 1
Story by Humikane Shimada
Art by Atsuto Shinozuka

The dieselpunk manga sensation continues!
 
Strike Witches is a highly popular dieselpunk franchise that 
spans manga, light novels, video games, and anime. The series 
reimagines World War II as a confrontation between the allied 
human forces and an invading alien menace. Most of the battles 
featured are fictional recreations of actual World War II dogfights, 
but in this alternate history, teen girls with advanced weaponry 
and magic powers perform aeriel combat against alien aircraft. 

In addition to the ongoing Strike Witches manga series, the 
franchise has been adapted into light novels, as well as several TV 
anime which aired in Japan and are available in North America 
from FUNimation. In 2012, an animated feature film was released 
entitled “Strike Witches: The Movie.” 

The Strike Witches of the 501st weren’t the first witches to take to 
the sky, nor would they be the last. Strike Witches: One-Winged 

Witches covers the story of Wilma Bishop and her adventures 
along the English Channel in 1942,  one year prior to the Second 
Neuroi War. As this tale unfolds, revelations about key characters 
and surprising details from Strike Witches: Maidens in the Sky and 
Strike Witches: The Sky That Connects Us are revealed, all from the 
unique character perspective of Wilma Bishop.

Join Wilma, sergeant of the Isle of Wight Detachment Group and 
ace Strike Witch, as she shows new recruits what it takes to earn 
their flying stripes, not to mention how to kick some nasty Neuroi 
butt in the process!

Praise for the Strike Witches anime:

“Does a fine job of presenting a rich alternate history world and a 
fun, fanservicey war story that doesn’t disappoint.”                
                      —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

Humikane Shimada is the creator of the Strike Witches franchise 
and has written numerous manga and novels in the series.

Atsuto Shinozuka is a manga artist best known for Strikes Witches: 
One-Winged Witches.

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
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   SEVEN SEAS

Zero’s Familiar Chevalier, vol. 4
Story by Noboru Yamaguchi;
Art by Yukari Higa

The sequel concludes to the hit manga series about a witch 
and her teenage manservant

Zero’s Familiar Chevalier is a four-volume sequel series to the 
popular Zero’s Familiar manga series about a headstrong witch 
girl and her quarrelsome relationship with a teenage boy.

Zero’s Familiar originated as a light novel series in Japan and 
was then adapted into a hit anime. The box set of the anime is 
available in North America from FUNimation. The popular Zero’s 
Familiar franchise has also spawned three video game spin-offs 
and two manga spin-off series.

Each volume of Zero’s Familiar Chevalier is adorably illustrated 
and contains color pinups.

Summoned by mistake to the wonderful world of Halkeginia by 
the bumbling witch Louise “the Zero,” Saito’s role as Louise’s 

familiar has had its share of ups and downs. At first an unwilling 
servant, Saito gradually develops feelings for his headstrong 
mistress Louise, and she, too, has begun to reciprocate. But life 
keeps getting in the way of a possibly budding relationship.

Now, Louise and her friends are embroiled in a full-scale war and 
must defend the land of Tristain at all costs. Can Saito prove 
himself in battle to Louise and win her heart once and for all?

Praise for the Zero’s Familiar anime:

“Romance that […] features strong, likeable leads, and doesn’t 
skimp on the little emotional jabs.”          —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

Noboru Yamaguchi is the author of Zero’s Familiar novels and 
manga and the Strike Witches light novels. 

Yukari Higa is a manga artist known for such works as Magical 
Record Lyrical Nanoha Force.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Alice in the Country of Joker: 
Circus and Liar’s Game, vol. 7
Story by QuinRose
Art by Mamenosuke Fujimaru

The enchanting conclusion to the Joker series!

This is the final volume in the Alice in the Country of Joker: Circus 
and Liar’s Game series, which reimagines Lewis Carroll’s Alice in 
Wonderland in a sly, sexy, shoujo style. This series is a follow-up to 
QuinRose’s bestselling Alice in the Country of Hearts and Alice in 
the Country of Clover but can be read independently. 

Alice in the Country of Joker: Circus and Liar’s Game continues 
the adventures of Alice as she goes deeper down the rabbit hole 
to the country of Joker. Each volume features impressive artwork 
by Mamenosuke Fujimaru, the same artist for Alice in the Country 
of Clover, and includes color pinups.

A lice Liddel has now entered a new realm—the country of 
Joker—where she is reunited with old friends. Yet new 

challenges abound, as Alice must unravel the mystery of the 
Circus and the Prison Realm, and deal with the enigmatic Jokers.

Praise for Alice in the Country of Hearts:

“It may be impossible to beat Lewis Carroll at his own game, 
but as Alice in the Country of Hearts shows, there are still ways to 
succeed.”         —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

“Nicely done art and hunky hunks make Alice in the Country 
of Hearts eye candy for shoujo manga fans.”          —ABOUT.COM
                              
QuinRose is a Japanese game developer who created the Alice 
franchise of video games, which spun off into novels, manga, 
and an anime feature film.

Mamenosuke Fujimaru is a Japanese manga artist best known 
for his work on Alice in the Country of Clover.
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   SEVEN SEAS

A Centaur’s Life, vol. 5
Story & Art by Kei Murayama

Being a teenager is never easy...especially for a centaur!

A Centaur’s Life is an ongoing manga series with a wholly unique 
take on the slice-of-life genre—it focuses on the daily school life of 
supernatural creatures. This ongoing manga series features quirky 
and adorable artwork presented in oversized editions that include 
a color insert in each volume.

Himeno is a sweet, shy girl, who, like many teens her age, 
struggles with the trials and tribulations of attending high 

school. The difference is she’s a centaur; but she’s not alone. In 
fact, all of her classmates are supernatural creatures, sporting 
either horns, wings, tails, halos, or some other unearthly body 
appendage. Yet despite their fantastical natures, Himeno and 
her best friends—the dragon-winged Nozomi, and Kyoko with 
her spiraled horns—are down-to-earth, fun-loving teenagers who 
grapple with issues of life and love in a mostly normal daily school 
setting.

A Centaur’s Life will appeal to fans of slice-of-life manga like 
Yotsuba&!, and of supernatural schools like Rosario + Vampire.

Kei Murayama is a Japanese manga author and artist whose A 
Centaur’s Life won the 8th Comic Ryujin Award in Japan.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Devils and Realist, vol. 4
Story by Madoka Takadono
Art by Utako Yukihiro

A New York Times bestseller, for fans of Black Butler

Devils and Realist is an all-new supernatural manga series that pits 
a young, suave nobleman against Hell’s princely demons.

Each volume of Devils and Realist features beautiful bishounen-
styled artwork and a color insert. An anime adaptation of Devils 
and Realist is currently airing in Japan and is being streamed by 
Crunchyroll with English subtitles.

William Twining has it all—a sharp intelligence, dashing good 
looks, and a noble station in life. There’s only one problem: 

he’s broke. With no way to finance his prestigious education, 
William decides to search through his uncle’s mansion for 
something of value to sell. But William’s logical worldview is about 
to take a hit, when he comes across a mystical seal which he 
unintentionally uses to summon a demon.

The demon’s name is Dantalion, a Grand Duke of Hell, who 
informs the young nobleman of his destiny—that he is the new 
“Elector” whose sole responsibility is to appoint the next ruler of 
Hell in place of Lucifer. Such news might drive a lesser man mad 
but not William Twining. He’s a realist whose views don’t allow 
for the existence of demons, even when scores of demonic 
candidates begin to knock down his door and seek his favor. 
None of this can possibly be real—can it?—and besides, he’s got 
bills to pay.

Madoka Takadono is a Japanese author best known as the writer 
of Gun Princess and Devils and Realist. 

Utako Yukihiro is a Japanese manga artist whose works include 
Uta no Prince-Sama and Devils and Realist.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Dragonar Academy, vol. 5
Story by Shiki Mizuchi 
Art by Ran

The New York Times bestseller dragon-riding saga continues! 

For fans of magic schools, fantastical creatures, and harem 
comedies comes Dragonar Academy, an ongoing manga series 
about a boy who is trying to tame an unruly—and very pretty—
dragon.

Dragonar Academy began in Japan as a popular light novel 
series and has since been adapted into an ongoing manga series 
and an upcoming anime series set to air in early 2014. Dragonar 
Academy is sure to appeal to fans of comedic fantasies like Zero’s 
Familiar and The Sacred Blacksmith. Each volume is delightfully 
illustrated and includes color inserts.

Learning to ride and tame dragons comes easy to most students 
at Ansarivan Dragonar Academy—except for first-year student 

Ash Blake, who is known by his fellow classmates as the “number 
one problem child.” Poor Ash is the laughingstock at school 
because, despite his unfashionably large star-shaped brand that 
marks him as a future dragon master, he has nothing to show for 
it. His dragon has never appeared.

Until now, that is. One fateful day, Ash’s dragon awakes in full 
glory, but appears different than any dragon ever seen before—in 
the form of a beautiful girl! What’s worse, Ash soon discovers that 
this new dragon has attitude to spare, as she promptly informs him 
that she is the master, and he, the servant. 

Ash’s problems with dragon riding have only just begun.

Shiki Mizuchi is a Japanese light novel author best known for 
Dragonar Academy.

Ran is a Japanese manga artist who wrote and illustrated Maid 
War Chronicle and worked with writer Ken Akamatsu (Love Hina, 
Negima) as the artist on Mao-chan.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Haganai: 
I Don’t Have Many Friends, vol. 10
Story by Yomi Hirasaka; Art by Itachi

The New York Times bestseller manga about fandom continues!

A wild and offbeat comedy about social outcasts who are 
obsessed with fandom, Haganai: I Don’t Have Many Friends is like 
Genshiken, The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, and Toradora! 
all wrapped into one. 

Haganai: I Don’t Have Many Friends has received two, thirteen-
episode anime seasons in Japan and has a live-action movie in 
production. FUNimation released the first season on home video 
in the United States in 2013 and will release the second season in 
2014.    

This is the tenth volume of an ongoing manga series that is sure 
to appeal to today’s manga fans in the same way The Big Bang 
Theory appeals to geeks.

Recent high school transfer student Hasegawa Kodaka is 
pathetically inept at making friends. Kodaka is an outcast, with 

his natural blond hair which he inherited from his deceased English 
mother, and his unpleasant, fierce gaze. When he comes across 
the brash loner Mikazuki Yozora, who typically chats with her 
imaginary friend, the two outsiders become the unlikeliest
of allies. 

Realizing that they have no hope of a normal social life, the two 
rejects decide to form a group called “The Neighbor’s Club” in 
order to make friends and maybe even learn a thing or two about 
social skills. As luck would have it, five new members join the club 
who are more socially awkward than they are. Will these quirky 
misfits ever make normal friends, or are they all doomed to social 
failure?

Yomi Hirasaka is an author of light novels whose best known work, 
Haganai: I Don’t Have Many Friends, has been adapted into two 
hit manga series, an anime, and a live action movie.
 
Itachi is a Japanese manga artist who is best known for Haganai: 
I Don’t Have Many Friends.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer, vol. 3–4
Story and art by Satoshi Mizukami

For fans of Bleach and Berserk comes the adventure of a 
lifetime, in omnibus format

Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer is a fan favorite manga series 
that is nothing short of a full-throttle, energetic, and mesmerizing 
experience. Combining the stylized action and over-the-top 
fight scenes of a hot-blooded shonen series like Bleach with an 
emotionally gripping and character-driven storyline like Berserk, 
Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer is a cult phenomenon never 
before available in print in North America. 

Seven Seas is pleased to release this hotly anticipated series in 
in its entirety in five omnibus editions. Each edition of Lucifer and 
the Biscuit Hammer contains two volumes-worth of story—over 
four hundred pages long—and is filled with dynamically powerful 
artwork and color inserts. 

Everything about college student Amamiya Yuuhi is average: 
grades, looks, and his blasé outlook on life. So what happens 

when he awakens one day to a talking lizard, who informs him 
that there is a gigantic hammer in outer space that is poised 
to split the Earth into pieces and requests his allegiance in the 
fight against the forces of evil? Pretend it never happened? 
Unfortunately for Yuuhi, a bit of coercion in the form of a super-
powered princess prevents him from returning to his mediocre 
life-as-usual.

In the adventure of a lifetime, Yuuhi will join forces with the 
capricious princess and a motley crew of companions to fight 
back against an evil mage and his horrifying homunculus before 
the Biscuit Hammer can destroy the planet!

“Various genre elements are stretched to their limits, and then 
woven into an engaging, imaginative story.”
           —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

Satoshi Mizukami is a Japanese artist best known as the creator 
of Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer, Sengoku Youko, and most 
recently Spirit Circle. He has provided a one-shot story for the 
Trigun: Multiple Bullets anthology released by Dark Horse.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Nurse Hitomi’s Monster Infirmary, vol. 1
Story and art by Shake-O

For fans of Monster Musume comes an all-new monster girl 
series!

Nurse Hitomi’s Monster Infirmary is a new ongoing manga series 
that provides a hilarious and fresh look at school life through the 
eye of its cyclops heroine. Serialized in Japan in the same manga 
magazine as New York Times bestseller Monster Musume, Nurse 
Hitomi’s Monster Infirmary is sure to appeal to fans of the monster 
girl genre. 

Nurse Hitomi is not your typical school nurse. Newly-employed 
as a high school head nurse who just happens to be 

a cyclops, Nurse Hitomi must fumble her way through the 
many inhuman issues that arise in a school rife with monstrous 
characters. Welcome to the infirmary! We haven’t been 
expecting you.

Shake-O is a Japanese artist best known as the creator of Nurse 
Hitomi’s Monster Infirmary.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Alice in the Country of Joker: 
The Nightmare Trilogy, vol. 3
Story by QuinRose
Art by Yobu

The thrilling conclusion to the Nightmare trilogy!

This is the final volume in the Alice in the Country of Joker: The 
Nightmare Trilogy, a three-volume story that highlights the 
mysterious character of Nightmare Gottschalk.

Alice in the Country of Joker: The Nightmare Trilogy chronicles the 
further adventures of Alice as she goes deeper down the rabbit 
hole. Like the other New York Times bestselling books in the Alice 
in the Country of Clover series, this new volume is an oversized 
edition that features impressive artwork and color pinups. 

A lice has been living in the Clover Tower for a while now, 
and with the coming of April Season, she is able to see Julius 

again and has met with Joker. Nightmare isn’t very pleased, 
and comes up with ways to keep Alice distracted with all sorts of 
mini adventures. While Alice can’t get away from Nightmare’s 
penetrating gaze, she does not fear him; she may even love him. 
What will happen when Alice wakes up?

Praise for Alice in the Country of Hearts:

“It may be impossible to beat Lewis Carroll at his own game, 
but as Alice in the Country of Hearts shows, there are still ways 
to succeed.”                      —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

“Nicely done art and hunky hunks make Alice in the Country 
of Hearts eye candy for shoujo manga fans.”          —ABOUT.COM
                              
QuinRose is a Japanese game developer who created the Alice 
franchise of video games, which spun off into novels, manga, 
and an anime feature film.

Yobu is a Japanese manga artist best known for Alice in the 
Country of Clover: Nightmare and Alice in the Country of Clover: 
The Lizard’s Aide.
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   SEVEN SEAS

D-Frag!, vol. 4
Story and art by Tomoya Haruno

The outrageous manga parody of the high school club genre 
continues!

D-Frag! is a new ongoing manga series that parodies high school 
clubs, nerd culture, and the slice-of-life genre in a side-splittingly 
hilarious storyline. For fans of manga series about otaku-centric 
high school clubs like Haganai: I Don’t Have Many Friends, 
Genshiken, or The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, D-Frag! has the 
last laugh, as it satirizes the genre like never before.

D-Frag! was first serialized in Japan in Monthly Comic Alive and 
has been collected so far into eight volumes and counting. 
The hit manga series has been adapted into a full-cast audio 
drama CD and is the basis for the D-Frag! anime series to air on 
Japanese television in early 2014.

Kazama Kenji thinks he’s a delinquent. He’s got the look, the 
style and the attitude to match—he even has a second-

rate entourage of sorts. Deep down, however, Kazama is a 
good-hearted kid who finds himself and his loyal gang in over 
their heads when they stumble upon the Game Creation Club. 
The club’s formidable members, Chitose, Sakura, Minami, and 
Roka, are four girls who he might actually be attracted to if they 
weren’t so freaking weird.

The girls claim to have otherworldly powers which they use to 
defeat Kazama’s gang and force him to join their offbeat club. 
Can Kazama resist the girls’ bizarre charms and return to some 
semblance of a normal, everyday life…or is it “game over” for our 
hapless hero?

Tomoya Haruno is best known as the author and artist of D-Frag!, 
and has contributed to the Lucky Star anthology collections 
along with the Haganai Anthology Comic collections.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Girls und Panzer: Little Army, vol. 2
Story by Girls und Panzer Projekt
Art by Tsuchii

The prequel to battle school sensation Girls und Panzer 
concludes

This is the conclusion to Girls und Panzer: Little Army, a two-volume 
prequel to dieselpunk-infused Girls und Panzer, which juxatoposes 
cute girls and their high school antics with dynamic tank battles 
and military tactics.

Girls und Panzer has been adapted into an anime, which aired 
last fall in Japan and is currently streaming on Crunchyroll. Sentai 
Filmworks licensed the anime and will release it on home video 
in 2014. The anime has also spawned a theatrical animated film, 
which is set to debut in 2014.

Each volume of Girls und Panzer: Little Army contains adorable 
artwork and includes color inserts.

This is the story of Miho Nishizumi in her elementary school days, 
taking place six years prior to the events in Girls und Panzer. 

Having been raised in a prestigious household that adheres 
strictly to the values of tankery, life isn’t easy for young Miho. With 
an older sister who has already risen to great heights, Miho has 
some very large shoes to fill. 

Together with a group of new friends, and a blossoming interest 
in tankery, Miho will set out on a road that may very well change 
her future. 

Tsuchii is best known as the artist for Girls und Panzer: Little Army, 
the prequel to Girls und Panzer.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Kokoro Connect, vol. 3
Story by Anda Sadanatsu
Art by CUTEG

The members of this school club have a very deep 
connection! 

Kokoro Connect is a continuing manga series that combines the 
genderbending and body-switching madness of Kashimashi with 
the high school hijinks of Toradora!. Based on the light novel series 
of the same name, Kokoro Connect has also been adapted into 
a critically acclaimed anime. The anime TV series and follow-up 
OVA series have both been licensed for North American release 
by Sentai Filmworks. 

The very best of friends are about to become the worst enemies. 
When five normal and well-adjusted teens at Yamahoshi 

Academy form the Cultural Research Club, all is right with the 
world. The close-knit club of girls and boys are perfectly happy 
in their daily school life—until a supernatural being known as the 
Heartseed enters the picture.

Now the lives of the five friends are turned upside down, as they 
start swapping bodies and minds. Inner secrets, hidden pasts, and 
dark urges are revealed to one another. Will the Heartseed and 
his mindbending powers pull the five friends apart forever? 

Anda Sadanatsu is best known as the author of the Kokoro 
Connect light novel series that inspired both manga and anime
adaptations. 

CUTEG is a Japanese manga artist best known for illustrating 
Kokoro Connect and providing character designs for My Little 
Sister is Among Them! 

 

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
website gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/•	
gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-19-1
$12.99
($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 176 pages
Age: T (13+)
On Sale: March 17, 2015

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Kokoro Connect, vol. 2
(11/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-73-6
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Kokoro Connect, vol. 1 
(8/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-72-9
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)



   SEVEN SEAS

Monster Musume, vol. 6
Story & Art by OKAYADO

A New York Times manga bestseller

Monster Musume is an ongoing manga series that presents the 
classic harem comedy with a fantastical twist: the female cast of 
characters that tempts our male hero is comprised of exotic and 
enticing supernatural creatures like lamias, centaurs, and harpies!

Monster Musume will appeal to fans of supernatural comedies 
like Inukami! and harem comedies like Love Hina. Each volume 
is lavishly illustrated and includes a color insert.

What do world governments do when they learn that 
fantastical beings are not merely fiction, but flesh and blood 

—not to mention feather, hoof, and fang? Why, they create 
new regulations, of course! “The Interspecies Cultural Exchange 
Accord” ensures that these once-mythical creatures assimilate 
into human society...or else!

When hapless human twenty-something Kurusu Kimihito becomes 
an involuntary “volunteer” in the government homestay program 
for monster girls, his world is turned upside down. A reptilian lamia 
named Miia is sent to live with him, and it is Kimihito’s job to tend 
to her every need and make sure she integrates into his everyday 
life. While cold-blooded Miia is so sexy she makes Kimihito’s blood 
boil with desire, the penalties for interspecies breeding are dire. 

Even worse, when a buxom centaur girl named Centorea and 
a scantily clad harpy named Papi move into Kimihito’s house, 
what’s a full-blooded young man with raging hormones to do?!

OKAYADO is a Japanese manga artist and author who is best 
known for Monster Musume.
 

 

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
website gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/•	
gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback 
ISBN: 978-1-626921-20-7
$12.99 ($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.173”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
On Sale: March 3, 2015

(cover in development)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Monster Musume, vol. 5 (11/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626921-06-1
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Monster Musume, vol. 4 (8/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-46-0
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Monster Musume, vol. 3 (5/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-31-6
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Monster Musume, vol. 2 (1/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-03-3
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)



   SEVEN SEAS

The Sacred Blacksmith, vol. 7
Story by Isao Miura
Art by Kotaro Yamada

The epic fantasy continues!

The Sacred Blacksmith is a sweeping swords and sorcery epic 
about a female knight and her adventures with a young 
mysterious blacksmith. The Sacred Blacksmith orginated as a light 
novel series in Japan and was adapted into a popular manga 
series, as well as a hit anime, which is currently available through 
FUNimation.

This manga is the seventh book in an ongoing series that features 
stunning artwork and color inserts in each volume.

Like her father and grandfather before her, Cecily Campbell 
has entered the noble ranks of the Knight Guard, sworn to 

protect the Independent Trade City of Housman. Now the time 
has come for Cecily to prove herself in battle. A veteran of the 
great Valbanill War goes berserk in the marketplace. Cecily 
confronts him with the prized sword she inherited from her 
father—and it shatters to pieces!

All seems lost, when a lone figure swoops to the rescue, an expert 
swordsman with a sword unlike any Cecily has ever seen. His 
name is Luke Ainsworth, a blacksmith of much renown, who will 
forge a new sword for Cecily and join her down a path of 
magical adventure beyond her wildest dreams.
                              
Isao Miura is a Japanese writer best known as the author of The 
Sacred Blacksmith novels and manga.

Kotaro Yamada is the artist of The Sacred Blacksmith manga and 
Fire Emblem, a manga adaptation of the Nintendo game 
franchise. 

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion on Seven Seas website •	
gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/gomanga •	
and facebook.com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-21-4
$13.99
($15.99 Canadian)
5.8” x 8.2”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
On Sale: March 3, 2015

(cover	not	final)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
The Sacred Blacksmith, vol. 6 (11/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-86-6
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)

The Sacred Blacksmith, vol. 5 (7/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-40-8
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)

The Sacred Blacksmith, vol. 4 (3/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-08-8
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)

The Sacred Blacksmith, vol. 3 (12/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-83-6
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Volume 1 Volume 2 Volume 3 Volume 4



   SEVEN SEAS

Strike Witches: 
One-Winged Witches, vol. 2
Story by Humikane Shimada
Art by Atsuto Shinozuka

The dieselpunk manga sensation continues!
 
Strike Witches is a highly popular dieselpunk franchise that 
spans manga, light novels, video games, and anime. The series 
reimagines World War II as a confrontation between the allied 
human forces and an invading alien menace. Most of the battles 
featured are fictional recreations of actual World War II dogfights, 
but in this alternate history, teen girls with advanced weaponry 
and magic powers perform aeriel combat against alien aircraft. 

In addition to the ongoing Strike Witches manga series, the 
franchise has been adapted into light novels, as well as several TV 
anime which aired in Japan and are available in North America 
from FUNimation. In 2012, an animated feature film was released 
entitled “Strike Witches: The Movie.” 

The Strike Witches of the 501st weren’t the first witches to take to 
the sky, nor would they be the last. Strike Witches: One-Winged 

Witches covers the story of Wilma Bishop and her adventures 
along the English Channel in 1942,  one year prior to the Second 
Neuroi War. As this tale unfolds, revelations about key characters 
and surprising details from Strike Witches: Maidens in the Sky and 
Strike Witches: The Sky That Connects Us are revealed, all from the 
unique character perspective of Wilma Bishop.

Join Wilma, sergeant of the Isle of Wight Detachment Group and 
ace Strike Witch, as she shows new recruits what it takes to earn 
their flying stripes, not to mention how to kick some nasty Neuroi 
butt in the process!

Praise for the Strike Witches anime:

“Does a fine job of presenting a rich alternate history world and a 
fun, fanservicey war story that doesn’t disappoint.”                
                      —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

Humikane Shimada is the creator of the Strike Witches franchise 
and has written numerous manga and novels in the series.

Atsuto Shinozuka is a manga artist best known for Strikes Witches: 
One-Winged Witches.

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
website gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/•	
gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-22-1
$12.99 ($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
On Sale: March 17, 2015

(cover	not	final)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Strike Witches: One-Winged 
Witches, vol. 1 (1/15)
ISBN: 978-1-626921-07-8
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Strike Witches: 1937 Fuso Sea 
Incident, vol. 1 (8/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-47-7
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Strike Witches: The Sky That 
Connects Us (6/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-38-5
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)



   SEVEN SEAS

Vampire Cheerleaders in Space...and 
Time?!
Story by Adam Arnold
Art by Michael Shelfer

The rip-roaring conclusion to the Vampire Cheerleaders 
saga that takes you plummeting through time and space

Monster hunter Stephanie Kane is missing, spirited away to 
parts unknown by the mysterious Mothmen to be their new 

queen. Her werewolf little sister Katie Kane finds herself teamed 
up with former vampire thrall and geek-supreme Leonard Duvall, 
not to mention bat-brained vampire cheerleader Suki Taft, hurtling 
through the very time stream itself on a quest to find Stephanie 
Kane. Witness as the past, present, and future become the 
Vampire Cheerleaders’ cosmic playground in a finale of epic 
proportions!

“Readers should be on the lookout for this comic book!”   
                                —FANGORIA

Adam Arnold is the author of Aoi House. He has edited over two 
hundred manga and novel releases.

Michael Shelfer is a comic artist whose works include Star Trek: The 
Manga and Ghostbusters: Ghost Busted. He lives in Florida with his 
family and their cat Madmartigan.

MANGA:
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626920-98-9
$12.99
($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.5”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
On Sale: March 24, 2015

MARKETING PLANS: 
Serialization on Seven Seas webcomic-•	
portal Zoomcomics.com 
Promotion at San Diego Comic-Con•	
Promotion on twitter.com/gomanga•	
Dedicated Facebook page: facebook.•	
com/vampirecheerleaders

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

Vampire Cheerleaders Must Die! 
(7/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-19-5
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
Vampire Cheerleaders/Paranormal 
Mystery Squad Monster Mash 
Collection (6/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-74-5
$15.99 ($18.50 CAN)

(cover	not	final)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

Omnibus Collection Vampire Cheerleaders 
Must Die!



   SEVEN SEAS

Alice in the Country of Clover: 
The March Hare’s Revolution
Story by QuinRose
Art by Ryo Kazuki

The March Hare in his own solo adventure!

Seven Seas is pleased to present Alice in the Country of Clover: 
The March Hare’s Revolution, a one-shot volume that focuses 
on the whimsical character of Elliot March, Wonderland’s own 
March Hare.

Alice in the Country of Clover: The March Hare’s Revolution
chronicles the further adventures of Alice as she goes deeper 
down the rabbit hole. Like the other New York Times bestselling 
books in the Alice in the Country of Clover series, this new volume 
is an oversized edition that features impressive artwork and color 
pinups. 

In the country of Clover, romance blossoms between Elliot 
March and Alice. Elliot may have rabbit ears and a sweet smile 

to match, but as the second in command at Hatter Mansion, the 
headquarters of Wonderland’s mafia, he is a ruthless killer. Can 
Alice truly love such an adorable madman?

“It may be impossible to beat Lewis Carroll at his own game, but 
as Alice in the Country of Hearts shows, there are still ways to 
succeed.”                      —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

“Nicely done art and hunky hunks make Alice in the Country of 
Hearts eye candy for shoujo manga fans.”              —ABOUT.COM
                              
QuinRose is a Japanese game developer who created the Alice 
franchise of video games, which spun off into novels, manga, 
and an anime feature film.

Ryo Kazuki is a Japanese manga artist best known for working on 
Alice in the Country of Clover: The March Hare’s Revolution.

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion on Seven Seas website •	
gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/gomanga •	
and facebook.com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-24-5
$13.99
($15.99 Canadian)
5.8” x 8.2”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
On Sale: April 28, 2015

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Cheshire Cat Waltz, vol. 4 (3/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-10-2
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)
Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Cheshire Cat Waltz, vol. 3 (11/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-93-6
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)
Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Cheshire Cat Waltz, vol. 2 (9/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-92-9
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)
Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Cheshire Cat Waltz, vol. 1 (7/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-91-2
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)

(cover	not	final)



   SEVEN SEAS

Arpeggio of Blue Steel, vol. 4
Story and art by Ark Performance

For fans of Attack on Titan comes an all-new science fiction 
manga epic

Arpeggio of Blue Steel is a gripping, action-packed manga series 
set in the near-future, where humans must wage an aquatic 
war of survival against a mysterious alien invader. Humanity’s 
only hope is to launch a sentient superweapon: a girl able to 
transform into a deadly submarine.

The Japanese animation studio, Sanzigen, that worked on the 
Attack on Titan anime, recently adapted Arpeggio of Blue Steel 
into a thirteen-episode anime, which debuted on Japanese 
television in Fall 2013.

Each meticulously illustrated volume of the manga Arpeggio 
of Blue Steel contains color inserts and features futuristic and 
explosive submarine battles that are sure to captivate readers.

In the early 21st century, the majority of Earth’s landmass is 
submerged due to rising sea levels. Enter the Fleet of Fog, a 

host of sentient alien battleships of unknown origin who easily 
decimate earth’s naval forces. Humanity is now on the verge 
of extinction. 

In the year 2039, the stalwart Captain Chihaya Gunzou and 
his intrepid crew on the Blue Steel fleet may be humanity’s 
last chance to fight off the alien invaders. The Blue Steel fleet 
happens to contain a secret weapon that could turn the tide of 
war: a mysterious I-401 submarine that can transform into a girl. 

Ark Performance is a Japanese author/artist duo responsible for 
Samurai Commando and have contributed to the Trigun: Multiple 
Bullets anthology.

 

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
website gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/•	
gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-25-2
$12.99
($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 192 pages
Age: T (13+)
On Sale: April 7, 2015

(cover	not	final)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Arpeggio of Blue Steel, vol. 3 
(1/15)
ISBN: 978-1-626921-00-9
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Arpeggio of Blue Steel, vol. 2 
(10/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-76-7
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Arpeggio of Blue Steel, vol. 1 
(7/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-68-2
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)



   SEVEN SEAS

Citrus, vol. 2
Story and art by Saburouta

For fans of Girl Friends and Strawberry Panic comes a 
breathtaking new yuri series!

Citrus is an all-new yuri manga series that offers a bittersweet love 
story coupled with gorgeous artwork. Fans of Morinaga Milk’s Girl 
Friends will find themselves enthralled with Citrus’s unique blend 
of comedy, melodrama, and secret desire between girls.

Yuzuko Aihara, a high school girl whose main interests are 
fashion, friends and having fun, is about to get a reality check. 

Due to her mom’s remarriage, Yuzu has transfered to a new, all-
girls school that is extemely strict. Her real education is about to 
begin.

From Day One, happy-go-lucky Yuzu makes enemies, namely 
the beautiful yet stern Student Council President Mei. So what 
happens when a dejected Yuzu returns home and discovers the 
shock of her life: that Mei is actually her new step-sister who has 
come to live with her? Even more surprising, when Mei catches 
Yuzu offguard and kisses her out of the blue, what does it all 
mean? 

Saburouta is a Japanese artist best known as the author and 
artist of Citrus.

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion on Seven Seas website •	
gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/gomanga •	
and facebook.com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-41-2
$13.99
($15.99 Canadian)
5.875” x 8.25”/ 180 pages
Age: OT (16+)
Rating: partial nudity
On Sale: April 7, 2015

(cover	not	final)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Citrus, vol. 1  (12/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626921-40-5
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)



   SEVEN SEAS

Clay Lord: Master of Golems, vol. 1
Story and art by Jun Suzumoto

An all new manga series about alchemy and adventure for 
fans of Full Metal Alchemist

Clay Lord: Master of Golems is a an all-new action-adventure 
manga series about alchemy and golems. Featuring delightful 
shonen-style artwork in the vein of One Piece and Fairy Tail, Clay 
Lord: Master of Golems is sure to captivate fans of classic shonen 
fare like Full Metal Alchemist and Bleach.

The young and impressionable Clay is nothing short of enthralled 
by the outside world. Finding interest in the most mundane 

of details, Clay is a young man with a mysterious past and an 
awesome power to boot: he has the ability to create and shape 
golems.

When Clay decides to enter a golem-building contest which is 
sponsored by a local ruler, Clay may be getting more attention 
than he bargained for. Join fledgling golem-maker Clay and 
his eccentric companions as he continues to hone his unique 
abilities and sets out on a path of grand adventure. 

Jun Suzumoto is a Japanese artist best known as the creator of 
Clay Lord: Master of Golems.

 

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
website gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/•	
gomanga and facebook.
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Trade Paperback
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$12.99
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On Sale: April 28, 2015

(cover	not	final)



   SEVEN SEAS

Gakuen Polizi, vol. 2
Story and art by Milk Morinaga

By the New York Times bestselling author of Girl Friends comes 
an all-new yuri manga

Gakuen Polizi is the newest manga series by yuri icon Milk 
Morinaga, author and artist of Girl Friends and Kisses, Sighs, and 
Cherry Blossom Pink. This ongoing manga series is illustrated in 
a delightful shoujo art style that features a color insert in each 
volume.

As a child, Sasami Aoba fantasized about becoming a 
defender of justice, like the magical girls and “Sentai Rangers” 

she admired on TV. Years have passed and now Sasami has 
become a police officer herself. Her first assignment is to infiltrate 
Hanagaki All-Girls High School and ferret out any trouble she 
may find.

On her first day posing as a student, Sasami is shocked to 
discover that an apparent book thief at school is actually another 
undercover police officer, Sakuraba Midori. What’s more, Midori 
insists that she herself is the officer in charge of the school, not 
Sasami. Will the two girls become rivals, partners...or something 
more?

Praise for Girl Friends:

“Yuri fans should not hesitate to read this, but neither should 
readers who simply are looking for a tale that takes a multi-
faceted approach to high school love.”  —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

Milk Morinaga is a fan-favorite yuri manga creator and is the 
author and artist of New York Times Bestseller Girl Friends and 
Kisses, Sighs, and Cherry Blossom Pink.

 

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
website gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/•	
gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga
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Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626920-43-9
$12.99
($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
On Sale: April 14, 2015

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Gakuen Polizi, vol. 1 (6/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-30-9
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
Girl Friends: The Complete 
Collection 2  (1/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-09-6
$17.99 ($19.99 CAN)
Girl Friends: The Complete 
Collection 1 (10/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-89-9
$17.99 ($19.99 CAN)

(cover	not	final)



   SEVEN SEAS

Magical Girl Apocalypse, vol. 3
Story and art by Kentaro Sato

The zombie survival genre has just met its match!

Magical Girl Apocalypse is a new ongoing manga series that is a 
mash-up of the magical girl and zombie genres. What happens 
when you mix the lighthearted “magical girl” trope with the 
sort of gory ultraviolence seen in the Walking Dead? The result 
is Magical Girl Apocalypse, a unique dark parody that features 
striking artwork and pulse-pounding storytelling.

High-schooler Kii Kogami is stuck in a rut, loathing the 
monotonous doldrums of his everyday life. If only something 

exciting were to happen, something magical. As fate would have 
it, Kii is about to get his wish, but in a way more terrifying than 
anything he could have imagined.

When a little girl clad in gothic lolita attire appears at school and 
starts to gruesomely bludgeon, dismember, and mutilate all who 
cross her path, while chanting the mantra “Magical Girl” under 
her breath, the school devolves into a state of bloody chaos. 

Just how will Kii escape from this murderous magical girl? To make 
matters worse, the magical girl’s victims reanimate and join 
her killer rampage. Is there no way out of school for hapless Kii 
Kogami? And even if he escapes, what will be left of the world 
outside? 

Kentaro Sato is best known as the author and artist of Magical Girl 
Apocalypse.

 

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
website gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/•	
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(cover	not	final)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Magical Girl Apocalypse, vol. 2  
(1/15)
ISBN: 978-1-626921-04-7
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Magical Girl Apocalypse, vol. 1  
(10/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-78-1
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)



   SEVEN SEAS

Toradora!, vol. 7
Story by Yuyuko Takemiya
Art by Zekkyo

The hilarious romantic comedy New York Times bestselling 
manga series continues!

Ryuji Takasu thought that his ill-fated luck had turned around 
now that he was in Junior High sitting next to the girl of his 

dreams, Minori Kushieda. Ryuji was wrong; for after unwittingly 
crossing the most feared and fearsome girl in school, Taiga Aisaku, 
everything went off the deep end!

It’s taken time, but Ryuji and Taiga have slowly found some 
common ground and can at least tolerate each other (just a 
little). The problem is, Fate just doesn’t seem to throw Ryuji a 
bone. Everyone in Ryuji’s class is now convinced that he and 
Taiga are dating—even Minori! And to make matters even more 
embarassing, Minori has given Ryuji and Taiga her blessings. How’s 
Ryuji ever going to win Minori’s heart now?!

A must-have for fans of over-the-top high school comedies like 
School Rumble and The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya. 

The Toradora! franchise began as a long-running light novel series 
and spawned a popular manga, as well as a visual novel for the 
PSP. Its much-loved, off-the-wall characters have made cameo 
appearances in Japanese video games. A 25-episode Toradora! 
anime series ran on Japanese TV in 2009 and has been released 
to much acclaim in a deluxe DVD boxset in North America by 
anime newcomer NIS America.

“Fans of romantic comedy manga as well as those that enjoyed 
the anime will definitely want to read this series.”
            —EXAMINER.COM 
                

“Charming, fun artwork and a lively story to match.”   
                             —ANIME NEWS NETWORK
                
Yuyuko Takemiya is a Japanese writer of light novels. She is the 
author of Watashitachi no Tamura-Kun.

Zekkyo is a Japanese manga artist and illustrator whose works 
include Druid-San, Welcome, and Jyutten!
 

MARKETING PLANS:
Promotion at Seven Seas •	
website gomanga.com
Promotion on twitter.com/•	
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$12.99
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ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Toradora!, vol. 6 (2/14)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-72-0
$11.99 ($13.99 CAN)
Toradora!, vol. 5 (9/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-79-0
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$11.99 ($13.99 CAN)



   SEVEN SEAS

Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Twin Lovers
Story by QuinRose
Art by Kei Shichiri

Dee and Dum in their own solo adventure!

Seven Seas is pleased to present Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Twin Lovers, a one-shot volume that focuses on the whimsical 
character of Elliot March, Wonderland’s own March Hare.

Alice in the Country of Clover: Twin Lovers chronicles the further 
adventures of Alice as she goes deeper down the rabbit hole. 
Like the other New York Times bestselling books in the Alice in the 
Country of Clover series, this new volume is an oversized edition 
that features impressive artwork and color pinups. 

Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum are the “Bloody Twins,”
amorous and affable killers who are able to transform

themselves into adorable children or suavely handsome adults. 
As the gatekeepers to the Hatter Mansion, they tried to kill Alice 
once. Now they are hopelessly in love with her. In this newest 
adventure, will either Dee or Dum win Alice’s affections, and 
more importantly...will she survive their screwball courtship?

“It may be impossible to beat Lewis Carroll at his own game, but 
as Alice in the Country of Hearts shows, there are still ways to 
succeed.”                      —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

“Nicely done art and hunky hunks make Alice in the Country of 
Hearts eye candy for shoujo manga fans.”              —ABOUT.COM
                              
QuinRose is a Japanese game developer who created the Alice 
franchise of video games, which spun off into novels, manga, 
and an anime feature film.

Kei Shichiri is a Japanese manga artist known best known for 
Alice in the Country of Clover: Twin Lovers.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Amazing Agent Luna, vol. 11
Story by Nunzio DeFilippis and Christina Weir 
Art by Shiei

The thrilling conclusion to the Luna series!

Grown in a lab from the finest genetic material, fifteen-year-
old Luna Collins has been trained all her life by a covert 

government agency as the ultimate espionage agent. But now, 
the Agency has created an even deadlier super-soldier whose 
mission is to eliminate Luna and replace her as its newest agent. 

Plotlines past, present, and future all collide in this final installment 
of Seven Seas’ longest-running original series! 

“An addictive storyline with some truly amazing artwork.”   —NEO

Nunzio DeFilippis & Christina Weir are a husband and wife writing 
team who have worked in television on HBO’s Arli$$ and Disney’s 
Kim Possible. As veteran comic book writers, they have written 
such series as New Mutants and New X-Men, and numerous 
manga and graphic novels. They live in Southern California.

Shiei is the artist for Aoi House and Avalon: the Warlock Diaries. 
She is the most prolific Original English Language manga artist 
in the United States, having illustrated nearly twenty volumes of 
manga.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Dance in the Vampire Bund II: 
Scarlet Order, vol. 2
Story and art by Nozomu Tamaki

The stakes rise, as the New York Times bestselling Dance in 
the Vampire Bund sequel series continues! 

Dance in the Vampire Bund II: Scarlet Order is an all-new 
ongoing sequel series to New York Times bestseller Dance in the 
Vampire Bund. Picking up where the three-volume side story 
Dance in the Vampire Bund: The Memories of Sledge Hammer 
left off, Dance in the Vampire Bund II: Scarlet Order returns the 
focus of the story to the Bund’s most popular characters: 
Princess Mina and her werewolf bodguard Akira.

The Dance in the Vampire Bund manga series has been
adapted into a hit anime in Japan and is distributed by 
FUNimation in North America. The manga series has repeatedly 
hit the New York Times Manga Bestsellers List with each new 
release.

After millennia in hiding, Mina Tepes, the Princess of the 
ancient covenant and ruler of all vampires wants change. 

Using the vast wealth of the Tepes line, she has paid off the 
entire gross national debt of Japan and in so doing, gained the 
authority to create a special district off the coast of Japan that is 
to become the haven to vampires the world over! 

Nozomu Tamaki is the writer/artist of Dance in the Vampire Bund 
and the artist of Angel Para Bellum.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Devils and Realist, vol. 5
Story by Madoka Takadono
Art by Utako Yukihiro

For fans of Black Butler, the manga series about a teen noble 
and the demons who surround him continues

Devils and Realist is an ongoing supernatural manga series that 
pits a young, suave nobleman against Hell’s princely demons.

Each volume of Devils and Realist features beautiful bishounen-
styled artwork and a color insert. An anime adaptation of Devils 
and Realist is currently airing in Japan and is being streamed by 
Crunchyroll with English subtitles.

William Twining has it all—a sharp intelligence, dashing good 
looks, and a noble station in life. There’s only one problem: 

he’s broke. With no way to finance his prestigious education, 
William decides to search through his uncle’s mansion for 
something of value to sell. But William’s logical worldview is about 
to take a hit, when he comes across a mystical seal which he 
unintentionally uses to summon a demon.

The demon’s name is Dantalion, a Grand Duke of Hell, who 
informs the young nobleman of his destiny—that he is the new 
“Elector” whose sole responsibility is to appoint the next ruler of 
Hell in place of Lucifer. Such news might drive a lesser man mad, 
but not William Twining. He’s a realist whose views don’t allow 
for the existence of demons, even when scores of demonic 
candidates begin to knock down his door and seek his favor. 
None of this can possibly be real—can it?—and besides, he’s got 
bills to pay.

Madoka Takadono is a Japanese author best known as the writer 
of Gun Princess and Devils and Realist. 

Utako Yukihiro is a Japanese manga artist whose works include 
Uta no Prince-Sama and Devils and Realist.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Dragonar Academy, vol. 6
Story by Shiki Mizuchi 
Art by Ran

The dragon-riding saga continues! 

For fans of magic schools, fantastical creatures, and harem 
comedies comes Dragonar Academy, an ongoing manga series 
about a boy who is trying to tame an unruly—and very pretty—
dragon.

Dragonar Academy began in Japan as a popular light novel 
series and has since been adapted into an ongoing manga series 
and an upcoming anime series set to air in early 2014. Dragonar 
Academy is sure to appeal to fans of comedic fantasies like Zero’s 
Familiar and The Sacred Blacksmith. Each volume is delightfully 
illustrated and includes color inserts.

Learning to ride and tame dragons comes easy to most students 
at Ansarivan Dragonar Academy—except for first-year student 

Ash Blake, who is known by his fellow classmates as the “number 
one problem child.” Poor Ash is the laughingstock at school 
because, despite his unfashionably large star-shaped brand that 
marks him as a future dragon master, he has nothing to show for 
it. His dragon has never appeared.

Until now, that is. One fateful day, Ash’s dragon awakes in full 
glory, but appears different than any dragon ever seen before—in 
the form of a beautiful girl! What’s worse, Ash soon discovers that 
this new dragon has attitude to spare, as she promptly informs him 
that she is the master, and he, the servant. 

Ash’s problems with dragon riding have only just begun.

Shiki Mizuchi is a Japanese light novel author best known for 
Dragonar Academy.

Ran is a Japanese manga artist who wrote and illustrated Maid 
War Chronicle and worked with writer Ken Akamatsu (Love Hina, 
Negima) as the artist on Mao-chan.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Evergreen, vol. 1
Story by Yuyuko Takemiya
Art by Akira Kasukabe

From the author of New York Times bestseller Toradora! comes 
an all new manga series

Evergreen is an all-new comedy manga series that highlights high 
school romance at its best. By Yuyuko Takemiya, the bestselling 
author of the Toradora! franchise, Evergreen combines bold and 
energetic artwork with a character-driven storyline that features a 
disabled protagonist in a deeply touching, yet hilarious, coming-
of-age love story.

Evergreen is an ongoing manga series that includes color inserts 
in each volume.

Yoshimatsu Hotaka has a dark past, although you’d never 
know it. As a second year high school student and president 

of the school’s manga club, Yoshimatsu seems like your average, 
well-acclimated teenager, but a past surgery and a present 
handicap haunt him. Lacking the confidence to approach the 
radiant female ace of the swim club, Niki Awaya, Yoshimitsu can 
only admire her dazzling beauty from afar. 

So when a chance opportunity allows for a meeting between 
Yoshimatsu and Niki, what does the future hold for such disparate 
individuals? Could they possibly have more in common than 
meets the eye?

Yuyuko Takemiya is the author of the Toradora! novels and 
manga and the Golden Time light novels.

Akira Kasukabe is a Japanese artist best known for Rumble Roses 
and Evergreen.
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   SEVEN SEAS

Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer, vol. 5–6
Story and art by Satoshi Mizukami

For fans of Bleach and Berserk comes the adventure of a 
lifetime, in omnibus format

Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer is a fan favorite manga series 
that is nothing short of a full-throttle, energetic, and mesmerizing 
experience. Combining the stylized action and over-the-top 
fight scenes of a hot-blooded shonen series like Bleach with an 
emotionally gripping and character-driven storyline like Berserk, 
Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer is a cult phenomenon never 
before available in print in North America. 

Seven Seas is pleased to release this hotly anticipated series in 
in its entirety in five omnibus editions. Each edition of Lucifer and 
the Biscuit Hammer contains two volumes-worth of story—over 
four hundred pages long—and is filled with dynamically powerful 
artwork and color inserts. 

Everything about college student Amamiya Yuuhi is average: 
grades, looks, and his blasé outlook on life. So what happens 

when he awakens one day to a talking lizard, who informs him 
that there is a gigantic hammer in outer space that is poised 
to split the Earth into pieces and requests his allegiance in the 
fight against the forces of evil? Pretend it never happened? 
Unfortunately for Yuuhi, a bit of coercion in the form of a super-
powered princess prevents him from returning to his mediocre 
life-as-usual.

In the adventure of a lifetime, Yuuhi will join forces with the 
capricious princess and a motley crew of companions to fight 
back against an evil mage and his horrifying homunculus before 
the Biscuit Hammer can destroy the planet!

“Various genre elements are stretched to their limits, and then 
woven into an engaging, imaginative story.”
           —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

Satoshi Mizukami is a Japanese artist best known as the creator 
of Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer, Sengoku Youko, and most 
recently Spirit Circle. He has provided a one-shot story for the 
Trigun: Multiple Bullets anthology released by Dark Horse.
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   SEVEN SEAS

World War Blue, vol. 8
Story by Anastasia Shestakova
Art by Crimson

For fans of Hetalia comes a video game parody like no other!

World War Blue is an ongoing fantasy manga series inspired by 
the “console wars,” the historic struggle for market share between 
manufacturers in the video game industry. In World War Blue, this 
conflict is represented by satirical versions of famous video game 
characters, who fight each other in a sprawling RPG-like world.

World War Blue is a ten-volume manga series drawn in the 
tradition of popular shonen manga like Fairy Tail and Rave Master. 
Each book includes a large array of extra content, such as 
color maps and pinups, detailed character bios, and fun bonus 
features that delve into video game history and lore.

World War Blue has been adapted into an ongoing anime 
which currently airs on Japanese TV and is simulcast in English on 
Crunchyroll.

In the continent of Consume, an endless war rages between 
bitter rivals: the Segua Kingdom vs. the Ninteldo Empire. Upon 

his dinosaur steed, the stern Emperor Marcus has led the Ninteldo 
Empire to near-victory. Now, with the majority of Consume under 
its control, Ninteldo has Segua up against the ropes.

Enter a fleet-footed lad named Gear, who seeks vengeance 
against Ninteldo for his brother’s death. After joining Segua’s 
Army, Gear is enlisted in the Special Forces, due to his amazing 
speed. Yet the inexperienced, hasty youth may not  be ready for 
the realities of war—or he might just become the Segua Empire’s 
last and greatest hope. 

Anastasia Shestakova is the author of World War Blue.

Crimson is a Japanese manga artist best known for his work on 
World War Blue. 
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